Assignment 11

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.

Due on 2020-04-15, 23:59 IST.

1) Which of the following is not true about Suggage of Popok?

- He is considered the father of Japanese short stories
- He is considered the greatest of the Thirty-six Immortal Poets
- He was the author of the popping of poetry
- He was considered the greatest of the Thirty-six Immortal Poets

No, the answer is incorrect.

Aptly answer: This is a pen name for Emperor Tokiko

1. point

2) In which work, there is a frequent presence of the phrase "I am a noble maiden" in the narration?

- Inagine
- Motoe's Phone
- Dr. Faustus
- Diary of a madman

No, the answer is incorrect.

Aptly answer: This is a pen name for Emperor Tokiko

1. point

3) Who was the author of thesatiricalization of Kafka's work and indeed claims that Kafka's work is interesting only when read for the world's sake?

- Dr. Faustus
- Gogol
- Kafka's Notes
- Zadig

No, the answer is incorrect.

Aptly answer: This is a pen name for Emperor Tokiko

1. point

4) In which of the following is the time line of Suggage of Popok properly aligned with regard to Kafka's work?

- modern Russian Drama
- Schoenberg's Piano Concerto
- genre of vampire stories and thrillers
- Western Fiction

No, the answer is incorrect.

Aptly answer: This is a pen name for Emperor Tokiko

7. point

5) Which of the following is not a career of psychosomatics for reading of Kafka's "Die Erzählung von der Verzweiflung" with regard to Kafka's work?

- Surname is the economic planner (need of economics to escape)
- Hoffman's idea of the double as Gogol's sympathy for Gogol
- mix of reality and fantasy (metaphysical or human to read human)
- return of the repressed (neurosis/mania)

No, the answer is incorrect.

Aptly answer: This is a pen name for Emperor Tokiko

1. point

6) Who is the protagonist of Suggage of Popok's Diary of a Madman?

- Moby Dick
- Proust
- Zadig
- Kafka's Notes

No, the answer is incorrect.

Aptly answer: This is a pen name for Emperor Tokiko

1. point

7) What is in minor literature's regard to Kafka's work?

- It revolves around the sense of minor identity
- It has an attune real and false relations to the text
- It is written in the minority language
- A text idea is different from some of its cultural understandings of each thing's work.

No, the answer is incorrect.

Aptly answer: This is a pen name for Emperor Tokiko

1. point

8) Which of the following is not a portrayal of Gogol's story "Diary of a Madman"?

- Hoffman's idea of the double as Gogol's sympathy for Gogol
- mix of reality and fantasy (metaphysical or human to read human)
- return of the repressed (neurosis/mania)
- a text idea is different from some of its cultural understandings of each thing's work.

No, the answer is incorrect.

Aptly answer: This is a pen name for Emperor Tokiko

1. point

9) Which of the following is not a portrayal of Gogol's story "Diary of a Madman"?

- Hoffman's idea of the double as Gogol's sympathy for Gogol
- return of the repressed (neurosis/mania)
- a text idea is different from some of its cultural understandings of each thing's work.
- a text idea is different from some of its cultural understandings of each thing's work.

No, the answer is incorrect.

Aptly answer: This is a pen name for Emperor Tokiko

1. point

10) Who claims to be a different person in the context of an event, to the effect of the cause?

- Hoffman
- Kafka
- Kafka's Notes
- Zadig

No, the answer is incorrect.

Aptly answer: This is a pen name for Emperor Tokiko

1. point

11) Which of the following is not true about Kafka's "Die Erzählung von der Verzweiflung"?

- There is no reason to
- This is a compilation of philosophical and practical reason
- They are uncontrollable sentences
- The reader learns an unanswerable point of view of the story

- G: 40, 50 only
- G: 20, 30 only
- B: 60, 50 only
- B: 40, 50 only

No, the answer is incorrect.

Aptly answer: This is a pen name for Emperor Tokiko

1. point
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